ULTIMATUM IS SENT TO MEXICO

Immediate Release of Troopers Demanded.

Quick Explanation Asked

Government Learns Carranza Gave Orders for Attack at Carrizal.

Hostility is Deliberately

President, After Conference, Indicates He Will Address Joint Session Soon.

FIELD HEADQUARTERS, Mess, June 26.—According to the correspondent of the Columbus, N. T.—Twenty-three American lives were lost on the battlefield at Carrizal, according to the latest dispatches from General Pershing's front. News of this new loss to the American forces in Mexico is expected to heighten the already strained relations between the United States and Mexico. The Mexican troops, in addition to the occasional raids, have been killing American citizens, and the protests of the American government have been ignored.

CARRANZA MEN FIRE FIRST

American Advance in Battle Array Evokes Shots.

Captain Morey is Alive in Mexico

Officer Wounded, Left to Die, Reports.

CARRANZA'S GIFT OFFER TO BE MADE TODAY

Carranza would let South and Central American relations.

MEDITATION OFFER TO BE MADE TODAY

Chancellor's Doact.

Allation of Urging on of Carmona's Offer to Reconcile, Navy Comm-

ALLY OF MEXICAN RUMORS

GERMANY IGNORES.

MEDITATION REPORT DENIES

CARRANZA'S OFFERS.

WASHINGTON, June 26.—The German legation in Mexico City has received a message from Carranza, authorizing the German legation to accept his mediation offer. The German legation has not yet replied to Carranza, but it is expected to do so shortly.

WAR NOW THOUTH TO BE INEVITABLE

President May Address Congress Tomorrow.

RIGHT TO STRIKE TO BE ASKED

Proof Obtained That Carranza Is Deliberately

Only One Cause Seen

THE DIPLOMATS OF ALLIED POWERS RATED.

Mexican Crisis in Light of

Being Created by Toward Japan.
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